


 

  

How does WAIT help my business? 

 Wait helps business owners manage their waitlist without sacrificing human capital or customer 

experience.  Businesses only need a smartphone or a tablet to get started; reasonable pricing 

ensures owners’ agility during the reopening phase. 

  Wait is free for customers, forever. The web app not only frees customers from physically waiting 

in line, but it also helps manage customer expectations on wait time. 

 This is a Virtual queuing, people counting, contact tracing solutions all in one web-based 

application. No app download or subscription. 

 Ensure the official guidelines are reinforced during the lineup process. Seamlessly direct 

customers without human labor 

 Protect customers and business operations with securely built-in and multi-degree tracing that 

preserves privacy 

How do my Customers Use or Access it?  

1. The business displays this poster and promotes the service in their marketing  

2. Customer goes to  www.jointhewait.om 

3. Customer inputs the ID location 

4. Customer gets their WAIT time notification 

 

 

 

Where can I learn more about WAIT? 

 Watch their YouTube explainer video - https://youtu.be/Pj2wcFWKo1k 

 Check-out their website  - https://www.kuusoft.com/ 

- Kuusoft WAIT Support line – 778-724-4168 



What does the sponsored License and Fee cover? 

- The no-cost or sponsored license covers a one-year agreement and up to 100 messages per month 

per business.  A total cost of approx. $62 per month or $744 per year.  

- When the business signs-up with Kuusoft, they enter into an agreement with them and agree to 

their Terms and Conditions.  

What does the business have to pay? 

- Each licensee or business will be required to pay 6cents per message, only AFTER the pre-paid 100 

have been used   

What’s a qualifying business? 

 Qualifying businesses are ideally smaller local restaurants, café’s, retail stores, tourism operators,  

How do I sign-up my business? 

 Contact the Partner Organization who promoted this opportunity. Each one has a limited number 

of code’s for a qualifying businesses.  They will provide a unique license- key code 

Where do I enter my license code? 

 Key Codes are entered into the Kuusoft Website portal 

 This link is provided by you Chamber, BIA or Tourism Cowichan  

If I need help, who do I call? 

 Call Kuusoft.   Each new business or user is supported with an expert  

 Kuusoft WAIT Support line – 778-724-4168 

How is the information protected or secured? 

General answer:  Information is stored on an encrypted secured cloud server and we abide by all relevant 

privacy laws. This encryption is higher than most standard online-banking encryption.  

Technical Answer: The data transmitted over the air is encrypted using HTTPS/TLS1.2 technology. The data 

will be stored on the server and all data are encrypted with Asymmetric Cryptography RSA 1024-bits. The 

encryption is much higher than most standard online-banking (AES 256-bits). 

 

How is this supported by Community Futures, the Chambers and BIA’s and Tourism Cowichan?  

On behalf of the partnering organizations and the benefit of our local small Cowichan Businesses, 

Community Futures applied to the Federally funded Rural Opportunities Fund to access funds to assist 

theses business to utilize new technologies to meet Social Distancing protocols during winter months.  

This grant pays for 150 licencees for WAIT and technical support.   

About Kuusoft:  

Kuusoft Corp is a privately held software and hardware development company located in Burnaby, Canada 

founded in 2002.  Started as a one-stop development company, Kuusoft pioneered a series of industry-

leading software and hardware trusted by Fortune 500 companies. All conceptualized and developed in 

house, Kuusoft products include digital signage solutions (NexSigns and Nano-PC 3), queue management 

solutions (Wait), and more. Agile and reliable, Kuusoft products are also known for their affordability and 

ease of use by the commercial market globally. 

 




